tesa® 54242
Butterfly Shaped Die-Cut

tesa® 54242 is a single sided notched rectangular die-cut consisting of a paper backing and a modified synthetic rubber adhesive.

tesa® 54242 features:
▪ Very good adhesion values on unpolar surfaces
▪ Very high shear strength
▪ Low thickness

Main Application

tesa® 54242 is suitable to fix the top layer of a film reel during the flying splice process in the film producing, printing and converting industry. It provides a secure fixation of the web during acceleration of the reels and reliable breaking on contact due to a perforation at the breaking zone. The perforation is printed black for easy positioning.

Technical Data

- Backing material: paper
- Color: pink
- Total thickness: 110 µm
- Type of adhesive: synthetic rubber
- Shelf life time (packed) < 25°C: 24 months

Additional Information

One roll of tesa® 54242 consists of 1,300 die-cuts.

For latest information on this product please visit http://l.tesa.com/?ip=54242